STEP ON GREEK LAND,
SWIM IN GREEK WATER.

EXPERIENCE REAL GREECE.

IV NEXT
JUNE 6 - JUNE 17

SESSION ONE
JUNE 25 - JULY 14

SESSION TWO
JULY 23 - AUGUST 11

SUMMER STAFF
JUNE 17 - AUGUST 16

2024

REGISTRATION OPENS FEBRUARY 1ST AT 11 AM ET
STAFF APPLICATIONS OPEN DECEMBER 17TH
IONIAN VILLAGE is the Summer Camping Ministry of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America. The mission of Ionian Village is to enrich the lives of its participants by bringing campers and staff into close contact with their Orthodox faith and Hellenic heritage.

Two SUMMER CAMP sessions offer Greek American high schoolers an incredible summer experience spent exploring Greece through a variety of excursions, participating in exciting Ionian Village activities across the beautiful seaside campgrounds, and forming lifelong bonds with other Greek Orthodox young people.

Ionian Village SUMMER STAFF Members are chosen via a selective application process from young adults ages 21 and up. IV Staff demonstrate a passion for Greek Orthodoxy and Hellenism, high energy, creativity, and a willingness to love our campers unconditionally as they bring to life our programs each summer.

IV NEXT is for young adults, ages 19-24, and presents a unique opportunity for participants to experience the IV Campus, travel to the traditional IV destinations, and connect to Greek Orthodox peers from across the country.